Latent Print Examiner- San Diego, CA

Job Description
The Forensic Analyst Sr. (Latent Print Examiner) will conduct comparisons of subject to candidate and known to unknown fingerprint images using both automated tools as well as manual methodologies to make a determination of identification, exclusion or inconclusive. Run various search tools to local additional information on subjects. Provide excellent customer service to field agents in need of assistance with fingerprint related questions. Work in a team atmosphere providing round the clock support to State, Federal and Local Law Enforcement agencies, Medical Examiners Offices and agents throughout the Department of Homeland Security. Assist with both the Latent Print Unit and Tenprint Unit tasks.

The position being filled is: 3rd Shift, Wed-Sat 8pm-6am; will be required to work Weekends and Holidays. Position is offered a 10% shift differential. We are a 24 x 7 operation, 365 days a year

Minimum Education and Experience
Bachelor's Degree and 5 years work experience or equivalent experience

Required Skills
Minimum 5 years experience conducting comparisons of subject to candidate fingerprint images using both automated tools as well as manual methodologies to make a determination of identification, exclusion or inconclusive. Conducting name, DOB and biometric identifier searches of databases to gather biographic and biometric data. Preparing reports reflecting decisions rendered.

Selected candidate must successfully complete Department of Homeland Security Background Investigation:

To apply please click on the following link, or cut and paste into your URL:
http://www.baesystems.jobs/job-forensic-analyst-latent-print-examiner-31416br#summary